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	Text1: We are against the proposed case 22267 for the building of multi-unit developments.Please refer below to the “extra space” to learn of our concerns. 
	Text2: N/A
	Text3: Single family dwellings and or 2 or 3-level (low rise) townhouses with minimum lot sizes of approximately 6000 square feet to preserve the character of our existing neighbourhood.    
	Text4: Our neighbourhood has become a thoroughfare/shortcut for trafffic for speeders between Dartmouth Road and the Bedford Highway.  This is not a periodic issue but a daily safety issue.  As regular walkers in our neighbourhood for the past 23 yrs we are unable to walk many streets safely in the area, including accessing our community mailbox due to the lack of sidewalks and the high volume of traffic speeding through our streets as a short cut between Dartmouth Road.  andtbedford   the the Bedford highway is constant Mondays through Friday’s a
	Text5: Yes
	Text6: As stated above, we are against the proposed case 22267 multi-unit developments.We are against the proposed re-zoning of our existing Residential Single Unit (RSU) zoning areas to RMU (Residential Multi Unit) zoning.  The proposed development are NOT in keeping with our established neighbourhoods as they do NOT preserve the character of our existing neighbourhood. The proposed developments do NOT promote stability within our established neighbourhood as they would negatively impact current owners property values, property enjoyment and privacy. The said developments and proposed re-zoning would pose a SAFETY ISSUE for walkers and children from increased traffic and parking on said and neighbouring narrow streets (many streets without sidewalks). The proposed developments with 99 units would also pose a capacity issue for our Elementary and Junior High Schools since our schools are already over or at capacity. We have been living in Bedford for 23 years and we have witnessed the construction of hundreds of homes in the area. Town council has failed to realize the appropriate infrastructure commensurate with the number of new homes built. It is not the community that it once was and we do not see any indication that will be changing any time soon so we have decided our solution to this problem is to move from the traffic congested overcrowded Bedford.Said multi unit developments would be best suited for new development areas with the proper planned infrastructure for such higher density living. 


